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Wednesday’s Sustainable Centre County page is all about energy, with
columns on how to build a regional energy system around the sun, food and
biodiesel crops. Bustling as it seems, I think the Marcellus methane-energy
boom will fizzle out soon. Investing time and money to release colossal Earth farts is a luxury, and
we’re not a rich society anymore.

Growth won’t restart because oil prices will keep rising. As we revisit the Dow milestones of the
past few decades — heading back down — physical and biological imperatives will be far more
pressing than the political and economic calculations underpinning the gas boom. Complex
institutions will break apart, replaced by simpler regional cooperatives now rising from grass roots.

We’ll stop digging up dead things to sell and burn, and return to the most basic elements of human
life: taking care of each other by working with surrounding life-support systems that provide water,
food and shelter.

But these changes won’t happen as sensibly planned and implemented phases. The Hirsch report,
commissioned by the U.S. Department of Energy and issued in February 2005, outlined three
scenarios: mitigation action not started until peak oil occurs (probably this year), mitigation started
10 years before peak, or 20 years before.

1990 and 2000 have come and gone without action, so we’re stuck with Scenario I. As the
Tompkins County (N.Y.) Relocalization Plan sums it up in an excellent overview of peak oil as a
county disaster management problem:

“A basic assumption ... is that the county, like other governmental bodies and the American people
generally, will not be willing to undertake costly measures to deal with the problems caused by the
end of cheap oil until an emergency economic situation is already upon us ... we will probably
arrive at the day of reckoning unprepared and looking for a plan.”

That emergency economic situation is now here.

Like Centre County, Tompkins County is mostly rural, with a large land grant university nestled in
its biggest town, an educated population, many student residents and a history of robust
agriculture.

Just after World War I, before oil dependence, New York state farmers produced wheat, potato,
sweet corn and bean crops, along with pasture supporting cattle, horses, sheep and goats.
Tompkins County still has functional rail lines and may eventually grow enough food for its own
population to export surplus to regional cities, possibilities for Centre County, too.

Regional food security comes before exports, though. In most places, most families will grow
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significant amounts of their own food at home, as we did before and during World War II. Tax
structures for agricultural land will change, so farming becomes a family supporting vocation. We’ll
need more farm training, seedling distribution and poultry breeding programs, plus ways to monitor
and control disease outbreaks in plants and livestock while people learn the ropes of urban,
suburban and rural homesteading.

To reach the steady-state carrying capacity of Centre County’s arable land — when no outside
inputs of cheap fertilizer and fuel are available — we’ll be planting and maintaining fruit and nut
orchards; building ponds for aquaculture systems to provide fresh fish; efficiently moving food from
field and pond to table; planting winter crops and preserving summer crops for winter meals.

For transportation, we’ll need a mix of bicycles, merged public and school bus routes, private cars
used as taxis, shifting people and the remaining jobs closer together and prioritizing road and
bridge maintenance as repair supplies get more expensive.

Then there are public-safety issues; health care and education; widespread long-term
unemployment; home heating; water storage, treatment and delivery; waste disposal; and, most
important, supporting each other’s social and psychological needs as we all go through an
enormous and largely unwanted change in how we live.

At the center of our emerging energy mix? Community energy and people power.

Katherine Watt is a State College writer, community organizer and Transition Town State College
steering committee member. She can be reached at katherine_watt@hotmail.com
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